PROPHETIC JOURNAL: Australia, There’s a Lot to Go Through Yet
Yes, my Kingdom is advancing in this nation, but there is a lot that they have to go through before
my plans of blessing can come to fruition.
The future of your nation is not about how much prayer and fasting has taken place. No. It is about
the hearts and minds of the people. Their thoughts and intents are what I am looking at. It’s there
I’m looking for change in the right direction. Yes, prayer and fasting are essential for the nation, but
that’s not where my judgements take place.
Trying to appease me with prayer and fasting is ill-conceived and of poor intent. I am above being
manipulated or controlled by those who do what they do to avert danger in the nation. It’s the heart
I’m looking at and always have.
Outward signs and compliance with religious activity do not move me into action. I am always
active, always planning, always on the move. Australia needs to move with me, not along their own
track based on their desires for change. Do you not see where I’m coming from? Do you not see how
foolish this nation has been? It’s like petting a lion at the zoo with no fear, oblivious of the potential
within that beast.
Yes, I am who I am, and I won’t be changed by those who want me to do their bidding. How
ridiculous is that idea. How can one possibly imagine that I, the Lord God Almighty, can be bought or
controlled. How futile are the ideas and plans of those who work this way. It may make them feel
good within themselves, but it is FUTILE.
Align with me, Australia. Change your hearts. Change your minds.
Here’s a thought: Come and sit with me awhile. Just come into my presence and let me speak to you,
however you can hear my Spirit communicate with you. I will place in you what I want you to
understand. I will change your heart if you let me. This and this alone is how you can transform
this nation and have it come into alignment with me – that is, how I think and where I am taking
you.
Australia, wake up. Stop drifting along, being covertly manipulated by others who know their plans
and are seeing them come to pass. Don’t you know you are in a ‘chess game’, that you are being
manipulated like dumb chess pieces? Those who are the enemy’s workers are having a ‘field day’
with this nation. They rejoice with what they have achieved and are planning at this very moment to
circumvent my plans. Can’t you see this? Open your eyes – your spiritual eyes as well – and take a
good look. Let my Spirit point out what you are not seeing, what you have missed all this time. You
will be amazed. You will be shocked by what is uncovered for you.
I have called you to linger with me and that’s still my call to this nation. I am your God. I am your
Creator. I am the Omnipotent One whose plans are the best to see come to pass. History clearly
shows what has happened to all nations, empires and movements. They are fleeting in comparison
with eternity. They are fragile and ultimately prone to destruction. My Kingdom, however, does not
and will not fit into this pattern. My Kingdom is eternal and it will fill the whole Earth. The delays
for this to happen continue as mankind does ‘their own thing’ in nation after nation, century after
century.
It is time to wake up to the Kingdom of mine, Australia. It’s here already, but it needs to manifest
fully so that all can see it. Will you align with me, each one of you, personally? This move, this simple
move, is all that is needed to see my plans for Australia start to come into place.
The future is bright, Australia, so join with me and my Kingdom sons as we transform this nation to
become what I want it to be.
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